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Objective:
To design, assemble and program a robot buggy able to traverse any circuit using the line
follower approach taking into consideration some obstacles.

Tasks:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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PCB Design using CAD tools
PCB Printout
PCB population
Robot Assembly
Arduino Microprocessor programming

PCB Design:
CAD Tool (PADS) was used in PCB Design and printout, the design below was provided and our task was
to implement it in PADS as a first step.

Figure 1: Design
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Step 2 was to arrange the components and to start implementing the routes avoiding any short circuits.
Route width was set to 25 in order to ensure the best current transport without any loss. Spaces
between routes was ensured in order to avoid any short circuit or any error while populating the PCB.

Below is the PCB Design after serious loops of improvement and optimization:

Figure 2: Final PCB with Routes

PCB Was printed and returned for assembly and population, soldering was done carefully in order to
avoid adding extra or less solder avoiding any short circuiting.
Task was completed successfully without any errors, except extra addition of solder to the Power Socket
after it was drilled again by the demonstrator because of a printing error.
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Final PCB below was ready to be added to the rover:

Figure 3: Populated PCB - Top

Figure 4: Populated PCB - Bottom
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Logs:
Date
17/12/2015

Time
3:20 PM

19/1/2016

10:10 AM

Task
PCB
Population
training
Robot
Assembly

Comments
PCB assembly and disassembly training

Robot was assembled as per the instructions (See Figure 1)
- Motor was attached
- Plastic pins were attached
- Arduino Board was added
- Battery Plugs were positioned as needed
- Sensor Board was attached in the correct
place
Parts Soldered:
- Pin Docks
- 10PIN Connector
- U1 and U2 Transistors
Difficulties faced: U1 and U2 had larger pins but
were managed properly and as needed.

19/1/2016

26/1/2016
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1:15 PM

10:05 AM

Arduino
Coding
Exercise

Robot
Assembly –
PCB
Propagation

Simple coding training session (Light on/off,
switching. PWM) – (See Figure 2)

A description was given and code was
implemented as proposed. No difficulties faced
at it was a very primitive task.
Parts soldered:
- Switch
- Capacitors C5,C6,C7,C8
- Poly-Fuse
- Potentiometer
- Motor Connectors

-

Charging Connector
Push Button
Resistors R2 and R6
Capacitors C1,C2,C3,C4
Resistors R1,R3,R4,R5,R7,R8,R9
LED1,LED2
Arduino Connectors
Circuit is complete (See Figure 3 and
Figure 4)
Circuit was tested and passed the test
Problems Faced: LEDs were not printed
on the PCB by the manufacturer. Solved
by going over the schematic.

26/1/2016

1:15 PM

Robot
Programming
Exercise 1

02/02/2016

10:10 AM

02/02/2016

10:45 AM

Robot
Assembly
Robot
Programming
Exercise 1
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Task was to implement a circuit from a
schematic that makes a LED on if the midpoint
of an ADC read using a potentiometer is
reached, so as long as the value is bigger than
the midpoint, LED will be on.
Circuit was assembled and code was
implemented reading a float from the ADC and
using a while loop, so while the number read is
larger than 1023/2 1023 being 210 where 10 is
the resolution and the midpoint is 511.5, the led
stays on and goes off when the value read is less
than 511.2.
(See Figure 5 and Code 1)
Batteries Received after testing the PCB
Task was to implement a circuit that compares 2
mapped vales read from an LDR and turns the
related LED on (the one with the highest LDR
reading).
Circuit was assembled and code was
implemented reading a value from the LDR and
mapping it to a 256 bit vale, then turning the
LED accordingly after comparison providing it

with a PWM value equal to what is read by the
LDR and mapped.
(See Figure 6 and Code 2)
02/02/16

12:30 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 1

02/02/16

3:07 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 2

04/02/16

3:27 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 3

08/02/16

04:05 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 3

09/02/16

10:15 AM

Robot Test Track 1

09/02/16

03:10 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 4 - Track 2

10/02/16

12:00 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 5 - Track 2

10/02/16

03:10

Robot
Programming
Test 6 - Track 2
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Test simple code was implemented just to make sure
the buggy functions properly (going forward,
backward with different speeds)
(See Code 3)
Test simple code was implemented just to make sure
the buggy functions properly (Sensors functioning
properly and defining each sensor and its pin)
(See Code 4)
Test of primary code allowing the rover to traverse
the easy track in a certain speed. Spare methods
added in case a change of speed was needed or a
delayed halt is needed
(See Code 5)
Test of a new code changing the whole algorithm.
The new code only compares 2 consecutive sensors
because we when used the third in the first track it
created a numerous interference cases
(See Code 6)
Robot "The Beast" was able to complete the track in
17.33 seconds.
The Beast is ready to be tested on the second track
once it is ready in order to identify the differences
and to make the necessary changes
Track 2 was introduced at 03:10 PM. Programming
test started to take care of the shortcut case.
(See Code 7)
Some changes in the code were added. The Beast is
able to take the shortcut. Some errors occurr
(sometimes it is too fast for the turn and sometimes
detects a random turning event) Notion of the
register was registered to solve this issue and to take
care of the Stop sign.
Register will have 2 variables and will be used to
keep track of the function (Halt or turnNinty).
Out of 20, 15 times were a success (taking the
shortcut). Need to focus more on the calibrate
function, giving away 20% of the speed (Which I do
not prefer) but it is a must in the second track.
(See Code 8)
Potentiometer is no longer an input for the speed. I
printed the values given by the potentiometer and
extracted the optimal speed used for Track 1.

16/02/16

1:20 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 7

17/02/16

1:15 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 8

23/02/16

1:24 PM

24/02/16

12:14 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 9
Robot
Programming
Test 10

08/03/2016

12:10 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 11

15/03/2016

10:15 AM

Robot
Programming
Test 12

22/03/2016

10:00 AM

Robot
Programming
Test 13
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Potentiometer was used to define the track. 3
different logics will be implemented in order to ease
the processing time and use the optimum
configuration without affecting the other
configurations.
(See Code 9)
Same code used, battery was not charging because
one pin was not connected (after James drilling the
input power area, connection was cut). Problem
solved by soldering the input power plug from both
sides
Code tested, some changes will be implemented
during the next task.
Changed the concept of shortcut taking. The Beast is
able to handle the shortcut.
Battery is being charged and it is 04:33 PM already
so cannot test the second half of the shortcut as I
need to have the maximum battery power.
(See Code 10)
Tested The Beast and added some notes to the next
changes
Changed the other turn after the shortcut (getting
out of the shortcut) by implementing a reverseTurn
method that uses both rotors to perform the
sharpest turn - Next step would be adding a counter
register to avoid any mixing between reader the
shortcut and any other sharp turn.
(See Code 11)
Added Register[4] and used it to force the rover to
move forward when facing a + crossroad after taking
the shortcut, omitting the interference that was
happening before
Solved the problem by introducing a clock cycle
counter which increments by 1 each time the loop is
repeated. This counter was used to create a split
time between reading the sensors at the shortcut
and the first part of the track. And the exact same
counter was used to determine the 360 degrees
turn. States were recognized using an array called
Register, values of the array are set to 0 or 1 in order
to define each case (after the shortcut, reaching
crossings...)(See Code 12)
Clock cycle counter failed because it differs
depending on the battery level. It was replaced with
millis() which counts the runtime, millis () is more
optimal because its marginal error is less and does

27/03/2016

4:00 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 14

28/03/2016

7:00 PM

Robot
Programming
Test 15
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not differ a lot like the alternative. It also uses less
processing time and memory making the code more
robust.
2 counters were used, one for the shortcut and
another one for the 360 turn. Tires were made far
from each other in order (pushed out by approx. 7
mm) to ensure a good control over the turns as they
omit any over turns in case battery voltage was
more than it should be. Shortcut problem was
solved, but the 360 turn remains unsolved as the
rover over turns and then does not follow the track
correctly (turns right when it should go straight) (See
Code 13)
360 turn problem was solved by introducing a new
stop function forcing the rover to stop before
turning, then calling the calibrate method in order to
re-calibrate after turning. Rover is doing the 360
turn and reaching the end as it should. Test cases
were done and track 2 was complete. (See Code 14)
Once complete, Proximity Sensor (Pololu analog IR
sensor) was acquired and tested by simply printing
its output data. 850 was basically the threshold
value of the distance designated to stop. A simple
while loop was implemented in order to stop as long
as the values read by the sensor are higher than the
threshold. (See Code 15)
In order to accomplish track 3, code was modified as
per the need (millis() values are changed, added a
new flag to ensure that only 2 360 turns are done,
and one shortcut along with stopping when the
proximity sensor detects an obstacle in the
beginning).
The Beast’s user has to set the code depending on
the track by simply using the potentiometer (Far
Right is TRACK 1, middle is for TRACK 2 and far left is
the TRACK 3). The Beast will fulfill the duty
afterwards.
Track 3 optimized, proximity sensor method
changed (optimized to ensure that The Beast does
not go out of track when stopping) (See Code 16)

Test Cases:
Track
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
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Time (Seconds)
16
15.7
14
15.1
14.8
20
22
18.4
15.8
15
16
15.5
16.1
14.8
15

Figures:

Figure 5: Robot Assembly Phase 1

Figure 6: Arduino Programming Exercise
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Figure 7: Robot Programming Exercise 1

Figure 8: Robot Programming Exercise 2
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Figure 9: Robot fully assembled and ready for programming
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Code:
Available Upon Request
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